
I was asked to read and rate this book as beta reader. It's about one of the main 

characters of the Unholy Pursuit ancestors. I haven't any of this author’s other 

work but will after reading The Intruders. I did look at their website and saw that 

this main character of the Unholy Pursuit novels is named Ana and the main 

character in the Intruder is named Shellyanna. It's a well written story, correct 

accounts of what went on during that period in American History. It was about the 

1840’s until the early 1900’s. 

 

I must say I'm totally hooked on this series. I do not know the author’s ethnicity 

but I'm glad they wrote the truth regarding this era in American history. I see from 

her other posts she writes realistic fantasy and speculative fiction. She didn't sugar 

coat anything by saying the “slave was loving and protective of his or her mistress 

and master and the master and mistresses returned the love they received as so 

many books about this era tries to brainwash you into believing. How are you to 

love someone who treats you worse than an animal? No amount of wishful 

thinking was going to make that happen.  

 

When I read books that says the slave loved her mistress no matter how badly they 

are being treated or they loved her like a sister-that's a popular one because often 

they were sisters because of a rape. I’m completely thrown, mystified and left 

wondering how on earth did the author came up with the idea of remotely inserting 

love in that story? I'm like, "Come on. Get real. That's the biggest piece of bologna 

I have read in some books about the antebellum south.”  



   The author, A. White didn’t go down that path. She wrote it exactly how it 

essentially happened. Most people can’t or won’t read the truth. Not liking 

something isn’t going to change the fact it actually happened. 

 

To me those who tries to dress these stories up don't live in the real world. They're 

doing a disservice to present day people those who are still suffering the remnants 

of slavery. Racial discrimination and inequality are all remnants of slavery. It’s 

like they are pretty much saying, "Oh, it wasn't that bad!" They are reincorporating 

the very same attitude as to why racism is running amok today.  

 

So, if you are looking for dancing in the flowers, cheerful, laughing slaves; celibate 

honorable lord and ladies, sweet virginal kisses then this is not the book for you. 

But if you want the truth more like in Django Unchained, then you will like this 

book.  

 

It was hard to read some parts. Because there is violence, outright murders, incest, 

and rape but the book it is about slavery and were slaves were treated as chattel. 

But persuasively speaking what do anyone think really went on back then? I mean 

think about? One or two people with absolute power over the lives of others and 

you really think they are rehearsing for a scene in “My Fair Lady?” 

    All you have to do is go look in some old graveyards at very old headstones 

you’ll see 12 and 14-year olds girls who died in child birth, how do you think that 

happened?  And I have a gut feeling for these tombstones left behind as a 



monument to her existence there were hundreds of other such graves as these 

bearing no markers. If you want to know how things really were back then read 

The Intruders. If you want to be transported back to the Old South and feel the 

heat, the passions, sweat, tears, angst, joy of the slaves and the privileged life of 

masters and mistresses then it’s a very good read. One of the best I have read in a 

very long time in relation to this era. The story is well written. It describes the 

grandeur of the mansions and the slave owners’ way of life to the foulness and 

hopelessness of the slave lives and their quarters and their brutal reality!  

Not only does it bring another era to life and the cruelty of it; it brings to life the 

hidden secret of the Old-World pagan practices thriving in the New World and 

who is paying the ultimate price for them. 
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